Dinamika Etnisitas dan Konflik Politik pada Pemilukada

Abstrak :

This research aims to unearth and identify the various forms of identity politics of ethnic and political conflicts that occurred in Poso during the execution of pemilukada in 2010. The data collection methods were literature review, interview and focus group discussion (FGD). The data were analyzed using data editing, categorizing data, interpretations of the meaning of the data, and the formulation of a summary of the research, using the approach of ethics-emic. The results showed that in 2010 there was a tendency of new political contestation in Poso. Although the competition was pretty fierce among four candidates, but the issues of religion and ethnicity did not seem to work well. The new issues that arised showed how the society had fed up with these kind of issues. Therefore the jargon of safety and order was more readily accepted. Most candidates accommodated power sharing so that the combination of Islam-Christian became a good choice. The winning of candidates who had the most similar religion, ethnicity and family background had become the proof. The readiness of the committee in technical and integrity could minimize conflicts during the process. The coordination between all aspects of the committee had been a great share to have a safe regional general election.
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